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The Pyrrhic War  
 

The new Roman way of war first met the Hellenistic 

tradition of Alexander the Great in the Pyrrhic War. 

Roman expansion into southern Italy provided the 

backdrop to their conflict with Pyrrhus of Epirus. For 

decades, Roman influence crept farther south on the 

peninsula, encroaching on the old Greek colonies and 

city states known as Magna Graecia. Tarentum, one of the 

largest and most powerful of these city states, resisted 

Roman expansion and appealed for aid from their 

mother county across the Adriatic. Tarentine pleas found 

a willing, eager audience with Pyrrhus, king of Epirus. 

 

The sometimes-allied, sometimes-rival leaders of 

Alexander’s successor states were glad to see the 

ambitious, young Pyrrhus off on his new adventure, and 

provided him both money and troops. In 280 BC Pyrrhus 

landed in southern Italy with 30,000 veterans but found 

his reception among the locals…less enthusiastic than the 

Tarentine envoys previously promised. Rome’s reception 

would come soon enough. 

 

Rome raised multiple armies to confront Pyrrhus, and 

despite failing to win a single battle in the ensuing five 

years, the Romans stubbornly refused to recognize his 

control over any territory. In the bloody, five-year 

campaign, Pyrrhus and his allies fought against Rome 

and Carthage—beating them both repeatedly—but 

struggled to maintain lasting gains in Italy or Sicily.  

How to use this BOOK
   

Researching historical scenarios for the ancient battles is 

difficult, especially with the limited contemporary 

sources available for the Pyrrhic Wars. We are left to deal 

with fragments, conflicting reports, biased narrators, and 

large gaps in the historical record. Maps are even more 

difficult, as few accounts offer more than a passing 

mention of geography and the land itself has changed 

considerably over 2,000+ years. Scientists have good 

reason to believe entire rivers have changed course! With 

that caveat, careful efforts have been made to ensure the 

scenarios in this book are as accurate as possible, cross-

referencing period and modern sources. 

 

While the scenarios and army rosters are designed for 

use with AGE OF HANNIBAL second edition, players 

who wish to use different rule sets will still find this free 

scenario supplement a valuable resource. Every scenario 

includes the raw troop strength numbers—broken down 

by generic type—necessary to convert into any other set 

of war-gaming rules. The scenarios also specify the scale 

used to determine manpower per base of miniatures, 

allowing you to adjust as needed, based on the figures 

you have available.  

 

This means that every scenario in this supplement—no 

matter how large—can always be played with the 

miniatures you have at home. Just adjust the scale up or 

down to fit what you have available!   
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PYRRHIC WAR SCENARIOS  
 

The Battle of Heraclea (280 BC)           pg. 4 

After refusing an offer for a negotiated settlement recognizing Pyrrhus as their equal, Roman forces cross the river Siris to 

attack a Greek army on the opposite shore. This will be the first clash between a Greek phalanx and a maniple-legion.  

 

The Battle of Asculum (279 BC)           pg. 7 

Once again, a Roman army marches to meet Pyrrhus, who is now rampaging through Apulia and gathering more cities 

under his banner. The armies at Asculum swell to over 40,000 men each, setting up the largest battle of the war. 

 

The Siege of Lilybaeum (278 BC)                        pg. 10 

In a rapid campaign, Pyrrhus manages to subdue and subjugate the island of Sicily. The Carthaginian fortress of Lilybaeum 

is all that remains, but after two months of laying siege, Pyrrhus grows impatient.  

 

The Battle of Cranita Hills (277 BC)                       pg. 13 

Pyrrhus’s adventures in Sicily leave his allies on the Italian mainland anxious and alone. The year after his departure, Rome 

launches a raid into Samnium, ravaging the countryside. The Samnites retreat into the hills and lay an ambush…. 

 

The Battle of Beneventum (275 BC)                       pg. 16 

With his Greek subjects in Sicily chafing under his exacting rule, Pyrrhus is forced to return to Italy when his mainland allies 

are attacked by the Romans once more. But Pyrrhus is dismayed to find few supporters rallying to his return.     

 
GRAND CAMPAIGN  
 

The Pyrrhic War (280 – 275 BC)                        pg. 19 

From Pyrrhus’s initial landing in Italy through his final withdraw to Epirus five years later, this grand campaign allows two 

or more players to refight the entire war southern Italy and Sicily. All necessary campaign rules, map tokens, and a stunning 

map of Magna Graecia are included in this final chapter of Return to Magna Graecia.  
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The History  
Roman expansion into the Greek-influenced region of 

southern Italy did not go unchallenged. Powerful city states 

like Tarentum sought to maintain their independence from 

Rome by appealing for aid across the Adriatic. They turned 

to the King of Eprius, Pyrrhus, and vowed that many city 

states across southern Italy would rally to his banner. 

 

Pyrrhus jumped at this opportunity, and his political foes in 

the Successor States of Alexander the Great may have been 

all too happy to see the ambitious general off to Italy. He 

assembled an impressive force of 30,000 troops and crossed 

the sea. But once in Italy, Pyrrhus found the local Greeks less 

enthusiastic than promised, and Rome’s response much 

swifter than expected. The Romans raised four armies, 

sending the largest of them to confront Tarentum’s new 

master. Consul Publius Valerius Laevinus brought 40,000 

troops south—it was a hastily formed force and not what 

would be considered Rome’s finest. Without time to recruit 

or expand his expeditionary force as large as he’d hoped, 

Pyrrhus set up a defensive position behind the river Siris in 

an open plain, waiting for the Romans to attempt a crossing. 

 

Game Length & Objectives 
There is no turn limit. Play until one side is broken. Victory 

conditions for both armies are the destruction of the enemy. 

The Romans suffer a Bad Omen and reduce their Morale 

Clock by 1 if they lose 16 units.  

 

Deployment  
The scenario requires a 6’x4’ tabletop, set up according to 

the map below. The river is fordable as difficult ground, but 

with two fords that are good going. 

 

Scenario Notes 
The battle opened with Greek cavalry and light infantry 

harassing the Romans as they crossed the river. The Roman 

deployment shows them on both sides of the river, but in 

this scenario, at least 6 and no more than 10 bases of Roman 

troops under their Tribune lieutenant must be across the 

river to start, representing the brief advantage Pyrrhus may 

have enjoyed at the start of the engagement.  

 

Army Organization Notes 
For this scenario a “base” represents approximately 1000 

formed infantry or 750 skirmishers or cavalry. Players can 

rescale these ratios to use what they have available based on 

the following historical estimates: The Roman army 

included some 4,500 light troops, 12,000 formed infantry, 

1,200 cavalry, and was supported by 3,000 alae light troops, 

14,000 alae formed infantry, and 3,500 alae cavalry. The 

Greek army included some 4,500 light troops, 18,000 pikes, 

9,000 hoplite infantry, 4,000 cavalry and 20 elephants.   

 

 

BATTLE OF HERaClEa 
280 BC 
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ROMAN CONSULAR ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Valerius Laevinus General 6” / 6” +1 +0 Ill 100 

Tribune Lieutenant 6” / 6” +1 +1  100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Roman Leves  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x5) 

                               Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Roman Hastati   Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes   45 (x5) 

  Pila, Roman Drill 

Roman Princepes Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x5) 

  Pila, Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Roman Triarii Spears 4” / 3” +4 3+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x2) 

  Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Elite) 

Roman Equites Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

   

Latin Peltasts Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    20 (x4) 

  Thrown Missles, Free Facing 

Umbrian Infantry Light Inf 5” / 4” +2 5+ Yes   25 (x4) 

                 

Latin Spears Spears 4” / 3” +2 4+ Yes  -1 CF 25 (x8) 

                              +1 v. Mounted, (Inexperienced Combat)  

Latin Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +2 5+   -2 CF 35 (x4) 

                              (Inexperienced Combat)   

1,750 
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GrEEK ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Pyrrhus General 6” / 6” +2 +2 Semi-Divine, Single Combat  100 

Milo Lieutenant 6” / 6” +2 +1 Veteran Soldier 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Tarentine Peltasts  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x4) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Rhodian Archers Archers 4” / 3” +3 5+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x3) 

  Bows, (Elite) 
Epirote Phalangites Pike 4” / 2” +4 4+ Yes +1 CF -3 CF 50 (x10) 

  Phalanx Drill, +2 v. Mounted 
Epirote Hypaspists Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Chaeonian Inf. Light Inf. 5”/ 4”          +2          5+             Yes                                +1 CF         30 (x4) 

  Impetuous, Tribal 
Tarentine Hoplites Spears 4” / 3” +2 4+ Yes  -1 CF 25 (x6) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Inexperienced Combat) 

Thessalian Horse Light Horse 8” / 4” +2 6+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free Facing 

Tarentine Horse Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

   

Household Guard Med. Horse 6” / 3” +4 4+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

  (Elite) 

War Elephants Elephants 4”/ 3”          +4           6+                              +3 CF           -2 CF          60 (x2) 

  Thrown Missiles, Panic, Fearsome, +2 v. Mounted 

Greek Camp Camp                    +1           6+                                                                          (x1) 

           1,750 
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The History  
Following the Battle of Heraclea, the Romans spent the 

winter season raising new legions while Pyrrhus took 

advantage of this lull to hire mercenaries and draw support 

from regional tribes opposed to Rome—the Bruttians, 

Samnites, and Lucanians all sent men and horses. 

 

In the spring of 279 BC Pyrrhus struck first. He marched 

north from Tarentum, invading Apulia and sacking Roman 

towns along his path. In short order, a consular Roman army 

under Publius Decius Mus and Publius Sulpicius Saverrio 

arrived near Asculum to confront the Greeks. As at their 

previous battle, a river divided the camps of the opposing 

armies. For several days each side dared the other to cross, 

but eventually it was the Romans who forded the river to 

engage in battle. Both sides attempted to learn from their 

past engagement. The Romans brought 300 “anti-elephant” 

wagons to counter the fearsome monsters. Pyrrhus took 

pains to recruit more cavalry and lighter Italian infantry to 

make his phalanxes more flexible.   

 

Game Length & Objectives 
There is no turn limit. Play until one side is broken. Victory 

conditions for both armies are the destruction of the enemy. 

 

Deployment  
The scenario requires a 6’x4’ tabletop, set up according to 

the map below. The river is fordable as difficult ground. 

 

Scenario Notes 
To represent the unique “anti-elephant” wagons that the 

Romans brought with them in the battle, give the Roman 

player the “Hidden Obstacles” Stratagem card.  

 

Army Organization Notes 
For this scenario a “base” represents approximately 1000 

formed infantry or 750 skirmishers or cavalry. Players can 

rescale these ratios to use what they have available based on 

the following historical estimates: The Roman army 

included some 4,500 light troops, 12,000 formed infantry, 

1,200 cavalry, and was supported by 3,000 alae light troops, 

16,000 alae formed infantry, and 3,000 alae cavalry. The 

Greek army included some 6,000 light troops, 12,000 pikes, 

14,000 Italian allied infantry, 6,000 cavalry and 20 elephants.   

 

 

BATTLE OF AscULUM 
279 BC 
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ROMAN CONSULAR ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Decius Mus General 6” / 6” +1 +1 Brash 100 

Sulpicius Saverrio  Lieutenant 6” / 6” +2 +1 Veteran Soldier 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Roman Leves  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x6) 

                               Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Roman Hastati   Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes   45 (x6) 

  Pila, Roman Drill 

Roman Princepes Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x6) 

  Pila, Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Roman Triarii Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x2) 

  Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Elite) 

Roman Equites Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 4+   -2 CF 45 (x2) 

  (Veteran Morale) 

Latin Peltasts Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x4) 

  Thrown Missles, Free Facing 

Dauni Infantry Light Inf 5” / 4” +2 5+ Yes  +1 CF 25 (x4) 

                 

Latin Spears Spears 4” / 3” +3 5+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x10) 

                              +1 v. Mounted, (Inexperienced Morale)  

Dauni Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +2 5+   -2 CF 35 (x2) 

  (Inexperienced Combat) 

Latin Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

         

  1,760 
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GrEEK ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Pyrrhus General 6” / 6” +2 +2 Semi-Divine, Single Combat  100 

Milo Lieutenant 6” / 6” +2 +1 Veteran Soldier 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Greek Slingers  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x6) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Cretan Archers Archers 4” / 3” +2 5+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x2) 

  Bows  
Epirote Phalangites Pike 4” / 2” +4 4+ Yes +1 CF -3 CF 50 (x6) 

  Phalanx Drill, +2 v. Mounted 
Macdn. Mercenaries Pike 4” / 2” +5 4+ Yes +1 CF -3 CF 55 (x4) 

  Phalanx Drill, +2 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 
Epirote Hypaspists Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x2) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Samnite Warriors Light Inf 5” / 4”         +2          5+             Yes                                +1 CF          30 (x5) 

  Impetuous, Tribal, Pila 

Italian Hoplites Spears 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x8) 

  Unreliable, +1 v. Mounted 

Thessalian Horse Light Horse 8” / 4” +2 6+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free Facing 

Italian Horse Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 35 (x4) 

  Unreliable 

Household Guard Med. Horse 6” / 3” +4 4+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

   (Elite) 

War Elephants Elephants 4”/ 3”          +4           6+                             +3 CF            -2 CF          60 (x1) 

  Thrown Missiles, Panic, Fearsome, +2 v. Mounted 

                                                                                  1,800 
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The History  
After two years of bloody and inconclusive fighting against 

the Romans on mainland Italy, Pyrrhus still did not have the 

glory or territorial conquest he desperately sought.  

 

In 278 BC a letter arrived from the Greek city of Syracuse, 

currently under siege by Carthage. Pyrrhus eagerly seized 

upon this invitation to leave Italy and sail for the island of 

Sicily with his army. Upon landing, he quickly relieved the 

siege and accepted rule of the powerful city.  

 

Carthage offered terms of peace to this new interloper, but 

Pyrrhus instead led a lightning campaign of conquest, 

dominating the island and gathering Greek cities to his 

cause. Many of these colonies had long chafed under 

Carthage and saw Pyrrhus as a native son and liberator. 

 

By late 278 BC the Greeks controlled the entire island except 

the main Carthaginian stronghold of Lilybaeum. Again 

Carthage offered terms, and again Pyrrhus rejected them. He 

laid siege to the city for two months and used the fleet from 

Syracuse to blockade the harbor.  

 

Game Length & Objectives 
The battle lasts until one side is broken or the Greeks have 

captured the central citadel. Carthage suffers a Bad Omen 

and lowers its Morale Clock by 1 for each gatehouse 

breached. 

 

Deployment  
The scenario requires a 6’x4’ tabletop, set up according to 

the map below. The Greek army sets up first, at least 8” from 

the walls. Carthage may deploy anywhere inside the walls. 

 

Scenario Notes 
Players should use the “Small Battle” optional rules, starting 

both Morale Clocks at a value of 8. This scenario represents 

an attempt by the Greeks to storm the walls of the city by 

force. Historical records on this siege are scant and we do 

not know how vigorously Pyrrhus pressed his assault. We 

do know that after two months he eventually gave up the 

effort. The city fortifications are stone and may cost up to 

1700pts, plus 100pts of upgrades. The Greek siege train may 

spend 220pts, plus 30pts of upgrades. No ships may be used 

for coastal landings.  

 

Army Organization Notes 
For this scenario a “base” represents approximately 1,000 

formed infantry or 750 skirmishers or cavalry. Players can 

rescale these ratios to use what they have available based on 

the following historical estimates: The Carthaginian army 

included some 6,000 light troops, 24,000 formed infantry, 

and 2,000 cavalry. The Greek army included some 5,000 light 

troops, Carthage’s garrison is presumed to include some 

8,000 light troops, 10,000 pikes, 12,000 formed infantry, and 

1,500 cavalry.  

 

 

THE SIEGE OF LilyBaEUM 
278 BC 
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CarTHagiNiaN ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Hanno General 6” / 6” +1 +2 Gifted Orator 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Iberian Slingers   Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x4) 

                               Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Greek Archers  Archers 4” / 3” +2 5+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x4) 

  Bows 

City Militia Light Inf. 4” / 3” +2 6+ Yes  +1 CF 20 (x6) 

  Unreliable, (Inexperienced Morale) 

Spanish Scutarri Spears 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes  -1 CF 35 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted 

Libyan Veterans Spears 4” / 3” +3 3+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Morale) 

Iberian Hvy. Inf. Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +4 4+    40 (x4) 

   (Veteran Combat) 

Iberian Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

   

             980 

 

 

FORTIFICATIONS FF D NOTES COST 

Stone Wall  9+ 3 Provides -1 cover from missile fire 20 

Stone Tower  - - Archer garrison; cannot be attacked 60 

Stone Gatehouse 7+ 3 Provides -1 cover from missile fire 100 
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GrEEK ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Pyrrhus General 6” / 6” +1 +1 Single Combat  100 

Thoenon Lieutenant 6” / 6” +1 +1  100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Italian Peltasts  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x5) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Sicilian Archers Archers 4” / 3” +2 6+ Yes  -1 CF 25 (x4) 

  Ranged Missiles, (Inexperienced Morale) 
Epirote Phalangites Pike 4” / 2” +4 4+ Yes +1 CF -3 CF 50 (x6) 

  Phalanx Drill, +2 v. Mounted 
Epirote Hypaspists Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Sicilian Conscripts Light Inf. 5”/4”           +2          6+             Yes                                                    20 (x8) 

  (Inexperienced Morale) 
Syracusan Hoplites Spears 4” / 3” +3 5+   Yes  -1 CF 25 (x6) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Inexperienced Morale) 

Thessalian Horse Light Horse 8” / 4” +2 6+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free Facing 

Household Guard Med. Horse 6” / 3” +4 4+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

   (Elite) 

            1,395 

 

 

SIEGE WEAPONS RANGE CF NOTES COST 

Ladder  0” -3 May scale walls one turn after contact 10 

Ram  0” +1 Can damage any wall or gate 30 

Onager  12” +0 Can damage any wall or gate  40 

Siege Tower  0” +0 As ladder, with -1 cover from missile fire 60 
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The History  
 

When Pyrrhus landed in southern Italy to defend the Greek 

city states who called for his aid, the Samnites saw this as an 

opportunity to rebel against Roman control. 

 

Unlike Pyrrhus’s other allies, the Samnites were not Greek—

they were an Oscan-speaking federation of tribes living in 

the rugged Apennine Mountain spine running through 

central Italy. The Samnites fought three bitter wars against 

the Romans before finally falling under Roman domination.   

 

Early success by Pyrrhus encouraged the Samnites to take 

up arms yet again, but when Pyrrhus left the mainland for 

Sicily, this left the Samnites exposed. Pro-Pyrrhus Greek city 

states, like Tarentum, saw no common cause with the 

Samnites to the north and did not come to their aid when a 

Roman army burned its way through Samnium in 277. The 

Samnites fled into the lightly wooded, rugged hills called 

“Cranita,” where they hoped to lay a trap for the Romans by 

making skillful use of the broken, sloped ground.  

 

Game Length & Objectives 
 

There is no turn limit. Play until one side is broken. Victory 

conditions for both armies are the destruction of the enemy. 

Players should use the “Small Battle” optional rules, starting 

both Morale Clocks at a value of 8. 

 

Deployment  
 

The scenario requires a 6’x4’ tabletop, and the Samnites 

deploy second, anywhere at least 12” away from any Roman 

unit. Most of the ground is “difficult” with three levels of 

hills. To start the battle, give the Samnite player both the 

“Ambush” and “Hidden Obstacle” Strategems. 

 

Scenario Notes 
 

Little is known about the battle—probably because Roman 

historians did not see fit to record details. Two consuls were 

present in the region and blamed each other for failing to 

coordinate. This scenario speculatively assumes that Publius 

Cornelius Rufinus pursues the Samnites into the hills while 

his fellow consul, Caius Junius Bubulcus, refuses aid. 

 

Army Organization Notes 
 

For this scenario a “base” represents approximately 750 

formed infantry or 500 skirmishers or cavalry. Players can 

rescale these ratios to use what they have available based on 

the following historical estimates: The Roman army 

included some 1,500 light troops, 8,000 formed infantry, 

1,000 cavalry, and was supported by 2,500 alae light troops, 

8,000 alae formed infantry, and 2,000 alae cavalry. The 

Samnite army included some 3,000 light troops, 14,000 

formed infantry and 1,500 cavalry.   

 

 

BATTLE OF CraNITa Hills 
277 BC 
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ROMAN CONSULAR ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

P. Cornelius Rufinus General 6” / 6” +1 +0 Ill 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Roman Leves  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x3) 

                               Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Roman Hastati   Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes   45 (x6) 

  Pila, Roman Drill 

Roman Princepes Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x4) 

  Pila, Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Roman Triarii Spears 4” / 3” +4 3+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x1) 

  Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Elite) 

Roman Equites Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 4+   -2 CF 45 (x1) 

  (Veteran Morale) 

Latin Peltasts Skirmishers 5” / 4” +1 6+    25 (x4) 

  Thrown Missles, Free Facing 

Latin Spears Spears 4” / 3” +2 5+ Yes  -1 CF 25 (x10) 

                              +1 v. Mounted, (Inexperienced Morale)  

Latin Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 6+   -2 CF 35 (x2) 

                              (Inexperienced Morale)   

1,160 
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SAMNITE ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Hirpini Meddix General 6” / 6” +1 +1  100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Samnite Scouts   Skirmishers 7” / 4” +0 6+    30 (x6) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free facing, Fast 

Tribal Militia Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +2 4+ Yes   25 (x6) 

  Tribal, Unsteady, (Inexperienced Combat) 

Samnite Warriors   Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes   45 (x8) 

  Pila, Tribal 

Noblemen   Spears 4” / 3” +4 3+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted, Pila, (Elite) 

Samnite Horse Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

   

           1,070 
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The History  
The years Pyrrhus spent adventuring in Sicily had not 

served him well. He made an enemy of Carthage, failed to 

conquer the island, and angered the island’s cities through 

aggressive taxation. Worse still, his absence in Italy left 

Rome to harass his regional allies, leading to bitter feelings 

that he had abandoned them for grander conquests. 

 

Pyrrhus returned to southern Italy with a depleted army and 

little to show for his time away. His most powerful allies, the 

Samnites, were hesitant to heed his call for manpower to 

defeat Rome. Meanwhile, the Roman Senate dispatched two 

consular armies to face the Greeks. Pyrrhus detached a small 

force to Lucania to occupy one consul, while concentrating 

the rest of his 30,000 men against Manius Curius Dentatus.  

 

Outside the Roman colony of Beneventum, Dentatus made 

camp in hopes that his fellow consul might join with him, 

but Pyrrhus determined to strike before any such union 

could occur. He led his men on a nighttime march through 

the woods to surprise the Romans, but his army lost its way, 

and the ruse failed to surprise Denatus.  

 

Game Length & Objectives 
There is no turn limit. Play until one side is broken. Victory 

conditions for both armies are the destruction of the enemy. 

 

Deployment  
The scenario requires a 6’x4’ tabletop, set up according to 

the map below. The Greeks deploy first and must use both 

deployment areas, representing their flank march attempt. 

 

Scenario Notes 
Alexander’s column must include between 8-12 units of 

infantry. Mounted troops are not permitted in this column 

and more than half of the units must be formed infantry (not 

skirmishers).  

 

Before the battle, the Greek player secretly rolls 1d8. This is 

the number of turns he can only issue orders to one of his 

two forces—he must choose between Pyrrhus’s main force 

or Alexander’s column. After the d8 turn number is passed, 

the Greek player may command his entire army as normal.   

 

Army Organization Notes 
For this scenario a “base” represents approximately 750 

formed infantry or 500 skirmishers or cavalry. Players can 

rescale these ratios to use what they have available based on 

the following historical estimates: The Roman army 

included some 3,600 light troops, 9,800 formed infantry, 600 

cavalry, and was supported by 2,400 alae light troops, 8,400 

alae formed infantry, and 1,000 alae cavalry. The Greek 

army included some 8,000 light troops, 10,000 pikes, 6,000 

hoplite infantry, and 3,000 cavalry.   

 

BATTLE OF BENEVENTUM 
275 BC 
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ROMAN CONSULAR ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Manius Denatus General 6” / 6” +1 +1 Tactician 100 

C. Marcellus Lieutenant 6” / 6” +2 +1 Veteran Soldier 100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Roman Leves  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x6) 

                               Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Roman Hastati   Hand Wpns 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes   45 (x6) 

  Pila, Roman Drill 

Roman Princepes Spears 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x6) 

  Pila, Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Morale) 

Roman Triarii Spears 4” / 3” +4 3+ Yes  -1 CF 50 (x3) 

  Roman Drill, +1 v. Mounted, (Elite) 

Roman Equites Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 4+   -2 CF 45 (x1) 

  (Veteran Morale) 

Alae Peltasts Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x4) 

  Thrown Missles, Free Facing 

Alae Spears Spears 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x10) 

            +1 v. Mounted     

Alae Cavalry Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x3) 

         

Roman Camp Camp                   +1 6+    (x1) 

  1,635 
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GrEEK ARMY 

COMMANDER  MOVE CF RF Traits   COST 

Pyrrhus General 6” / 6” +2 +2 Semi-Divine  100 

Alexander Lieutenant 6” / 6” +1 +1  100 

 

UNIT NAME TYPE MOVE CF RF Support Charge Terrain COST 

Italian Peltasts  Skirmishers 5” / 4” +0 6+    25 (x6) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free facing 

Sicilian Archers Archers 4” / 3” +2 6+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x3) 

  Ranged Missiles 
Epirote Phalangites Pike 4” / 2” +4 4+ Yes +1 CF -3 CF 50 (x8) 

  Phalanx Drill, +2 v. Mounted 
Epirote Hypaspists Spears 4” / 3” +4 4+ Yes  -1 CF 40 (x4) 

  +1 v. Mounted, (Veteran Combat) 

Sicilian Conscripts Light Inf. 5”/4”           +2         6+             Yes                                 +1 CF         15 (x5) 

  Unreliable, (Inexperienced Morale) 

Italian Hoplites Spears 4” / 3” +3 4+ Yes  -1 CF 30 (x5) 

  Unreliable, +1 v. Mounted  

Thessalian Horse Light Horse 8” / 4” +2 6+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

  Thrown Missiles, Free Facing 

Tarentine Horse Med. Horse 6” / 3” +3 5+   -2 CF 40 (x2) 

  Unreliable 

Household Guard Med. Horse 6” / 3” +4 4+   -2 CF 50 (x2) 

   (Elite) 

   1,485 
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BASIC CONCEPTS 
 

The campaign rules are not long or complicated, but it 

may be useful to preview some basic concepts before 

detailing the mechanics of game-play.  

 

TURNS 

The campaign unfolds over a series of five, year-long 

turns. Each turn is divided into a Planning Season and a 

Campaign Season. During planning, players assemble 

their armies, recruit generals, and plot their upcoming 

operations. Then, in Campaign Season, players alternate 

moving forces on the map and conducting actions.  

 

TALENTS 

During their Planning Seasons, player will spend 

“Talents,” which might be considered gold or silver, to 

recruit armies for the coming year. Armies are built using 

the AGE of HANNIBAL rules, which are needed to play. 

 

OPERATIONS 

Players can choose from a small number of Operations 

each year, including March, Siege, Diplomacy, and Fleet 

Action. During the Campaign Season, the two sides 

alternate playing these Operations. 

 

BATTLES 

Of course, the purpose of the campaign is to provide a 

framework for miniature armies to meet on tabletop and 

fight large-scale battles. Only a handful of these occurred 

in the Pyrrhic War, but it will be up to the players in this 

campaign to see if history repeats itself.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

CAMPAIGN SET UP   
 

This section outlines how to set up the campaign for a 

new game. The rules to follow on the next several pages 

walk through the mechanics of play in detail. 

 

First, players need to divide themselves into two 

teams—one Roman and one Greek. The ideal number of 

players for this campaign would be 2-4, but more can be 

accommodated as needed. The Roman players control a 

separate Carthaginian force on Sicily. 

 

Before starting the game, the game map should be 

printed for use (it can be downloaded online), and all the 

necessary tokens printed, cut out, and assembled. 

Players may wish to use cardboard, magnets, or even 

push pins to move these tokens around the map. 

 

Next, players should set up the campaign map to reflect 

the strategic situation in 280 BC. Control markers should 

be placed on the following spaces, with all other spaces 

neutral (left empty). 

 

   ROME: Rome, Capua, Tarracina, Antium, Ostia,  

   Fragellae  

  

   CARTHAGE: Lilybaeum, Panormus, Akragas, Gela 

 

   GREEK: Tarentum, Hydras, Heraclea 

 
The game map has two tracks on it—a Momentum Track 

and a Turn Track. The Momentum Track starts at 0 for 

Rome and 1 for Pyrrhus on the first turn (280 BC).  

Pyrrhic WAR CAMPAIGN RULES 
 

 

These campaign rules are designed to work with AGE of HANNIBAL, allowing players to refight the entire five 

years of the Pyrrhic War across southern Italy and the island of Sicily. The campaign covers the period from 

Pyrrhus’s initial landing at Tarentum in 280 BC through his final withdraw across the Adriatic in 275 BC.  

 

Players in this campaign will choose to serve either the Roman senate or King Pyrrhus—multiple players can 

participate on each side—and a detailed theater map allows armies to maneuver across the entire region. A 

campaign “turn” covers a full year of operations and, over the course of five turns, both sides will vie for 

supremacy by military and diplomatic means. Record keeping and paperwork are kept to a relative minimum, 

emphasizing ease and speed of play. Tabletop battles using miniatures may be a potential result of armies 

marching across the theater, but no battles are pre-ordained! 
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TURN SEQUENCE 
 

Every turn in the campaign follows the same sequence of 

events, each of which are described in detail below. To 

preview the standard turn order: 

 

(1) Planning Season 

 (a) Conduct Momentum diplomacy 

 (b) Appoint generals 

 (c) Recruit armies 

 (d) Select upcoming Operations 

(2) Campaign Season 

 (a) Reset Momentum Track 

 (b) Alternate conducting Operations 

(3) End Year & Advance Turn Track 

 

PLANNING SEASON 
 

The first turn, like every turn, begins with a Planning 

Season. “Time” is a somewhat abstract game concept in 

AGE of HANNIBAL, but this period of time represents the 

typical “off season” for active warfare in the ancient 

world—typically fall and winter. 

 

While armies rarely took to the field for active 

campaigning during this half of the year, other activities 

did occur and are represented in the campaign. This 

would include recruiting, training, and equipping new 

armies, conducting diplomatic missions abroad, 

appointing generals for field command, and plotting 

campaign operations for the season to come.  

 
MOMENTUM   
 

The Pyrrhic War was punctuated by phases of 

dominance by one side or the other, and Momentum is 

how these surges are tracked. During the course of the 

Campaign Season, each side can boost their Momentum 

Track immediately upon achieving the following 

successes: 

 

 Gaining a Regional Capital +1 

 Victorious Tabletop Battle +1 
 

 

Momentum is not earned for maintaining control over 

existing spaces. Rome, for example, earns no Momentum 

for keeping Rome or Capua, but recapturing a recently 

lost regional capital would earn +1. 

 

      

 

 

PLAYING PIECES 
 

All the elements you need to play the campaign are 

provided at the back of these rules.  

 

GAME MAP 

The game map portrays southern Italy and Sicily. Before 

reading and learning the rules, players may find it useful 

to study the map for a few minutes. Armies maneuver 

across this map, moving from space to space. Some 

spaces are noted with special features, such as a port or 

Samnite symbol. In this campaign, Rome, Capua, and 

Syracuse are considered “regional capitals.”  

 

All spaces on the map are connected by two types of 

roads—improved roads or difficult roads. Each has a 

particular impact on your ability to move swiftly. 

Movement between the straight at Rhegium and Messana 

can be conducted as if it were a difficult road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOKENS 

A number of tokens are also provided Players will use 

these tokens to mark control of a city (all spaces are rated 

Roman-control, Greek-control, or neutral), or to show the 

location of an army. There are also tokens given to mark 

the Momentum Track and the Turn Track. Players are 

free to devise their own custom tokens or markers if they 

prefer to use something else (pins, magnets, etc).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINIATURES & TERRAIN 

In the likely event a tabletop battle occurs, players will 

also require miniatures, suitable terrain elements, and a 

copy of the AGE of HANNIBAL rules.    
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EFFECTS of MOMENTUM 
 

Momentum cannot be less than 0 or greater than 4 on the 

game track. It is reset to 0 at the start of each new 

Campaign Season. Momentum offers two positive effects: 

(1) It allows for additional Diplomacy in the Planning 

Season; and (2) It can offer bonuses to rolls during the 

Campaign Season.  

 
DIPLOMATIC MOMENTUM 
 

If either player has positive Momentum carrying into a 

Planning Season, they may conduct that number of 

additional diplomatic missions at this time. Diplomacy 

represents all the various non-military means Rome or 

Pyrrhus might leverage to influence a city—bribery, 

treachery, coup attempts, or simply currying political 

favor. Rome, Tarentum and cities with an enemy army 

may never be targets of Diplomacy.  

 

If both players have at least +1 Momentum, alternate 

actions with Pyrrhus always going first. To conduct 

Diplomacy, a player selects any space on the map, and 

then rolls a d10 on the Diplomacy Table, with modifiers.  

 

 

DIPLOMACY TABLE 

1-7 No effect  

8-10 Shift enemy control to neutral,  

or neutral to your control 

 

MODIFIERS (cumulative)   

Momentum Track   + (x)   

Friendly army in or adjacent + 1     

Samnite city (Pyrrhus)  + 2 

Samnite city (Rome)  - 1 

Regional capital   - 3 

 
 

APPOINTING GENERALS 
 

Once diplomatic efforts are exhausted, both sides recruit 

new armies for the coming season. This begins with the 

appointment of generals. Each side must appoint two or 

more generals for the turn. Generals are variable in 

quality. Rome is required to replace all generals every 

turn (consular elections are annoying, right?), while 

Pyrrhus always remains in play but may choose appoint 

a new general or retrain his most recent sub-commander 

(presumably, if he had good traits…).   Pyrrhus’s traits 

are not random. He is always Semi-Divine and a Harsh 

Administrator. 
 

 

 

GENERAL TRAIT TABLE  
 

Players need to roll 2d10 to assign each general two 

random traits, and instead of using the standard trait list 

in AGE of HANNIBAL, should use the new list below. 

 

Pyrrhus never rolls for traits. For the entire campaign he 

is a Harsh Administrator and Semi-Divine. 

 

2—DISHONORABLE  

Personal bonuses reduced to +0/+0 

3—CRAVEN COWARD 

 Reduce CF bonus to +0 

4—SOFT 

Subtract -1 from his Movement Table results 

5—CAUTIOUS 

May not employ a Stratagem if commanding 

6—SICKLY 

 Reduce RF bonus to +0 

7—RECKLESS 

When rolling on Fate Table, add +1 to result 

8—HARSH ADMINISTRATOR 

 Subtract -1 from his Reinforcement Table results 

9—GREEKLING 

 Add +1 to his Reinforcement Table results 

10—POLITICAL CONSPIRATOR 

 Once per turn, reroll one Diplomacy Table result 

11—DRILLMASTER 

 Add +1 to his Movement Table results 

12—ADMIRAL 

 Add +1 to his Fleet Action Table results  

13—ENGINEER 

 Add +1 to his Siege Table results 

14—PIOUS 

When rolling on Fate Table, one reroll allowed 

per battle 

15—NATURAL ORATOR 

Add further +1 to RF bonus 

16—PROPAGANDIST 

On a d10 roll of 6+, a Momentum gaining event 

by this general doubles in value 

17—VETERAN SOLDIER 

Add further +1 to CF bonus 

18—PROSPEROUS 

May spend an additional 100pts to raise new 

units in his command for the season 

19—BRILLIANT 

Before battle, replace any card in your hand with 

the next Stratagem in the deck 

20—SEMI-DIVINE 

Increase personal bonuses by further +1/+1 
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RECRUIT ARMIES 
 

The Turn Track at the top of the map notes the number of 

“Talents” Rome and Pyrrhus have available on a given 

year. Talents represent the financial resources—gold, 

silver, or otherwise—that the opposing sides are 

prepared to commit to the war effort.  

 

1 Talent = 100 points     

 

AGE of HANNIBAL has a points system for building 

armies, and this same system applies to the campaign. 

For example, on the first turn of the campaign, the 

Roman Senate is providing 16 Talents of financial 

backing. This means the Roman players will have 1,600 

points to spend on generals and troops. Pyrrhus, it 

should be noted, has 19 Talents available this turn, while 

the Carthaginian army on Sicily has 8 talents (800 points). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
ARMY DESIGN GUIDELINES 
 

Both Rome and Pyrrhus must field two armies every 

turn—each commanded by at least one general. The 

army general is free but any additional sub-commanders 

cost 100 points each. The minimum overall army size is 

500 points and there is no maximum army size.  Players 

are not required to divide their available Talents evenly 

between their two field armies.  

 

Roman armies of this period were almost entirely made 

of well-armed, experienced infantry and a small number 

of cavalry. Macedonian successor armies tended to 

include large numbers of mixed cavalry, spear or pike-

armed infantry, and even a few elephants! Both armies 

enjoyed support from city states throughout the region 

that employed hoplite-style infantry.  

 

The rules of this campaign do not force players to 

purchase particular units, but to encourage historically 

trained forces. The historical scenarios presented in this 

supplement provide excellent guidance on the structure 

and unit types found in period armies for the Pyrrhic 

War.  

 

 

   
 

 

 

PYRRHIC RESTRICTIONS 
 

Pyrrhus landed in Italy with a veteran army but received 

precious few replacements from Epirus over the years. 

He was forced to draw on local Italian allies for support 

and replacements. To simulate this challenge, Pyrrhus 

may spend up to half of his points on Turn 1 recruiting 

pike, elephant, or heavy cavalry units but any losses 

among these units from battles are permanent. On future 

turns, Pyrrhus may never field more pike, elephant, or 

heavy cavalry units than he ended the previous turn 

fielding. This does require the Greek player to track 

battle losses among these three unit types separately.  

 
OPERATIONS  
 

The final step in the Planning Season includes the 

selection of Operations for the coming year. There are 

four possible actions and each side secretly writes down 

10 Operations. These choices need not be revealed to 

your opponent at this time. 

 

MARCH 

A March order represents the logistical efforts required 

to quickly move armies across the countryside, including 

scouting difficult routes where necessary. Players may 

choose any number of March operations. 

 

SIEGE 

Sicily was dotted with fortified towns and a Siege order 

lays the groundwork for an expected siege effort, 

including the construction of necessary equipment and 

storage of provisions. Players may choose no more than 6 

Siege operations per turn. 

 

DIPLOMACY 

Effective soft power may include friendly efforts like 

gifts or political flattery…or it may involve less noble 

plots of treachery or coup attempts. Diplomacy allows a 

side to try and turn a city’s allegiance. Players may choose 

any number of Diplomatic operations. 

 

FLEET ACTION 

Naval warfare was not notable part of the Pyrrhic War, 

but ships did transport armies during the campaign. 

Ordering a Fleet Action represents a large-scale diversion 

of time and investment. Only Pyrrhus may choose a Fleet 

Action, and he is limited to a maximum of 1 per turn.  
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CARTHAGINIAN SICILY 
 

During the Pyrrhic War, Rome and Carthage had a 

begrudging, informal understanding that the Greeks 

were a meddling nuisance to both of their ambitions.  

 

The Roman player also controls one Carthaginian army 

in Sicily.  This army may never leave Sicily and no 

Roman army may ever enter Sicily (Pyrrhus is free to 

cross back and forth as he chooses). 

 

During his Operations, the Roman player may spend a 

March or Siege action to command the Carthaginian 

army, but may perform no other operations in Sicily. The 

Carthaginians always begin each turn with a single army. 

 

In terms of game design, these rules are intended to make 

Sicily a tempting target to Pyrrhus and to prevent too 

much Roman-Carthaginian cooperation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CAMPAIGN SEASON 
 

As winter turns to spring, it is time for armies to 

assemble for the coming campaign season. This season 

represents a period spanning spring and summer when 

armies of the era conducted their field operations.  

 

Campaign season begins with the Momentum Track 

resetting to zero. The Romans always go first, starting 

with the deployment of their generals on the game map. 

 
DEPLOYING ARMIES 
 

Armies may deploy in any friendly-controlled space. For 

the first turn of this campaign, Pyrrhus only controls 

three spaces. Rome and Carthage, on the other hand, 

have more deployment options. Two friendly armies 

may deploy together in the same space if they wish.  

 
 

 

 

BEGIN OPERATIONS 
 

The two opposing sides will now spend the rest of the 

turn alternating operations, starting with the Romans. 

Each side is allowed to play a single operation at a time. 

 
MOVEMENT OPERATIONS 
 

A March operation allows one army to move a number of 

spaces on the map. The precise distance you can move 

depends on a combination of fortune, friendly-controlled 

cities, the quality of the road network, and the size of 

your army. Marching a modest force between friendly 

cities will be a much easier feat than shepherding a large 

army through enemy territory! 

 

MOVEMENT TABLE 

 1 No movement 

 2-8   Complete move and end operation 

9-10 Complete move and continue 

 

MODIFIERS (cumulative)   

 Improved Road  +1  

 Each friendly city  +1    

 Each hostile city  - 1 

 Army over 1,200 pts. - 2 
 

 
ENDING MOVEMENT 
 

A force may continue moving from space to space as 

long as it continues passing its necessary movement rolls. 

This means there are a few possible ways movement can 

end: (1) The player fails a die roll on the Movement 

Table; (2) The player elects to end movement voluntarily; 

(3) An enemy force is encountered in a space.    

 
MAKING CONTACT 
 

At some point in the campaign, it is likely that opposing 

armies will make contact. Assuming the movement die 

roll allows it, an army may enter the same space as the 

enemy. A battle may now result.  

 

Before a tabletop battle is set up, the defending force 

originally in the space must decide if they wish to accept 

battle. If so, pause all operations on the campaign game 

map and proceed to a battle (see next page).  
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RETREAT  

If the defender instead wishes to retreat, he may freely 

retreat to an adjacent space (but not the space from which 

the enemy advanced). Such retreat now gives the attacker 

two options: (1) Take a free Diplomacy roll to influence 

the city (the locals are sure to be impressed by this 

mighty display of force) and end movement here; or (2) 

Continue movement, if the previous roll allowed it. 

 

RETREAT BLOCKED? 

If the defender has no viable retreat options, they must 

commit to a tabletop battle or surrender, removing their 

entire force from play (counting as an automatic 

battlefield victory). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REGIONAL CAPITAL 

If the space is rated as a Regional Capital, the defender 

has the additional option of retreating inside the city 

walls, perhaps holding out for a relief army or just 

buying time. In this circumstance, an attacker may 

choose to end their movement in the space to prepare for 

a future siege, or bypass the city and continue movement 

if the previous roll allowed it. 

 

BATTLE 

The next page discusses how to set up a tabletop battle, 

but it should be noted here that doing so will 

automatically end the current movement operation by 

the attacker, regardless of the tabletop outcome.  

 
 
 
 
 

 

SIEGE OPERATIONS  
A side may choose to play a Siege operation as one of 

their actions for the turn. This operation may only be 

played in a space where a friendly army is in a neutral or 

hostile city. Playing this operation allows an immediate 

roll on the Siege Table to storm the city. In the interest of 

speed of play, sieges are abstracted with a simple roll. 

 
 

SIEGE TABLE 

 1-7 No effect. 

8-10 Enemy units in the city eliminated.  

Flip city to friendly control. 

 

MODIFIERS     

 Each attempt this turn  +2 

Ungarrisoned Regional Capital - 2 

Out of Supply   - 1 

 

*The Roman-controlled Carthaginian army 

in Sicily always requires a roll of 10 to  

succeed. Ignore all other modifiers. 

 
BESIEGING CAPITALS 
 

Regional Capitals with a defending army cannot be 

stormed by rolling on the Siege Table. Instead, playing a 

Siege operation allows the attacker to immediately accrue 

100 points of siege equipment. Multiple siege actions in 

the same location allow the further build up of additional 

equipment at 100 points per action taken. 

 

After any number of siege actions, the attacker may 

declare his intent to force a tabletop resolution using the 

AGE of HANNIBAL siege rules. Players should use the 

standard terrain set up rules.  

 

THE DEFENDER 

The defender places 1,200 points of fortifications 

anywhere on the table. For every 100 points of siege 

equipment the attacker has built, the defender receives 25 

points in upgrades to his defenses. He then deploys his 

army and a citadel anywhere inside the walls. 

 

THE ATTACKER 

 The attacker sets up anywhere at least 12” from the 

walls. If the city is breached and the citadel is contacted 

by an enemy unit, the siege ends and all defending units 

are killed or captured. The attacker may call off the 

assault at any time and resume the siege on the map.  
 

 

DIPLOMACY 
 

A Diplomacy operation may be 

played in any neutral or hostile 

space (except Rome, Tarentum, or 

a city with an enemy army). 

Roman diplomacy may not be 

used anywhere in Sicily (which 

means no new Roman or 

Carthaginian markers will ever be 

placed in Sicily after the initial set 

up). A Diplomacy action allows 

one die roll attempt on the 

Diplomacy Table. 
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RESOLVING BATTLES 
 

While not guaranteed, it is likely that several 

tabletop battles will occur over the course of 

the campaign. These only happen when two 

forces meet on the game map and both sides 

have agreed to commit to battle. This final 

section of the rules details how to resolve 

pitched battles. 

 

 

 

TABLETOP 
A 6’x4’ tabletop should be set up according to the 

standard AGE of HANNIBAL rules, with players shuffling 

the Terrain Card deck and creating a unique, custom 

battlefield. Once established, players deploy their armies 

with the defender choosing to deploy first or second.  

 
CALLING ALLIES 
It is possible that allies may bolster an army’s ranks on 

the eve of battle. For every friendly-controlled space at or 

adjacent to the site of battle, that side may roll on the 

Reinforcement Table.  
 

 

REINFORCEMENT TABLE 

 1-3 Allies fail to arrive. 

 4-7   Add 100 free points of Allied troops 

8-10 Add 150 free points of Allied troops 

 

MODIFIERS (cumulative)   

 Momentum Track   + (x) 

 Regional capital    + 2 

 Samnite space (Greeks)   +2 * 
 

*This bonus only applies when a Greek army   

calls for allies from a Samnite-marked space  

 

 

Allied troops should be immediately added to each army 

if applicable. These may be any troops, but historical 

accuracy is encouraged. Native Greek allies would 

typically include hoplite-style spearmen, a variety of 

light or skirmish troops, or limited light cavalry. When 

the battle is over, these allies disappear automatically and 

do not remain with the army. 

 

FLEET ACTION 
 

Naval activity is an expensive, dangerous proposition in 

the campaign. Playing a Fleet Action operation allows a 

player to move his army from one port to another on the 

map. There are only three ports, reflecting the limited 

ability of Pyrrhus to shift forces between the Gulf of 

Tarentum and Sicily.  

 

Attempting a Fleet Action does require a special die roll, 

representing the unpredictable nature of the weather at 

sea. Entire armies were lost due to storms or rough seas!  

 

FLEET ACTION TABLE 

1 Disaster! Return army to original 

embarkation port with 30% points lost 

2-5   Scattered! Landing successful, but army 

losses 10% points immediately. 

6-10 Success! Land as planned. 
 

 
 
 
 
END TURN 
 

Players continue alternating operations until all actions 

are exhausted.  This represents the end of the Campaign 

Season. All armies are now disbanded for the year, 

regardless of their present location. All control markers 

remain in place, carrying over from turn to turn.  

Advance the Turn Track to the next turn.  

 
CAMPAIGN END 
 

DECISIVE VICTORY 

The campaign ends in a decisive victory for Pyrrhus if he 

controls all three Regional Capitals at the end of any turn. 

The Romans win a decisive victory if both Greek armies 

are ever fully eliminated from play or if the Greeks 

control no cities anywhere on the map.  

 

NEGOTIATED PEACE 

If the Turn Track expires with a decisive victory, the war 

ends with a negotiated settlement. Compare the value of 

all controlled cities: Regional Capital = 5VP, port = 2VP, 

and each other city = 1VP. The side with the highest total 

claims a marginal victory.  
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SUPPLY STATUS 
This campaign does try to keep matters of supply and 

logistics to a minimum for the sake of simplicity. An 

army is out of supply on the campaign map if it cannot 

trace an unbroken line of neutral cities back to any 

friendly city.  Armies that are out of supply suffer a 

notable penalty in tabletop battles by lowering their 

starting Morale Clock from the typical 9 down to 8. 

 
DEPLOYMENT 
The defender deploys first and must place a camp at 

least 12” from his deployment edge or a side edge. If the 

battle is in a friendly controlled space, it may be a 

“Fortified Camp.” If the camp is sacked, the defender’s 

Morale Clock is lowered by 1 immediately and also by a 

further 1 at the end of each of his subsequent turns.  

 

To put pressure on the attacker, there is a built-in time 

limit. After Turn 10, the attacker must have a formed unit 

(not a skirmisher) within 6” of the defender’s camp by 

the end of his half of the turn. If not, lower the attacker’s 

Morale Clock by 1 at the end of each of his turns when no 

attacking unit meets this criteria! 

 

The battle is resolved using the standard AGE of 

HANNIBAL rules and ends when one side reaches 0 on 

their Morale Clock. The battle may also end if one army 

successfully withdraws all of his units off the table from 

their initial deployment edge. Withdrawn units do not 

count as lost for casualty purposes, but conducting a 

withdraw is considered a battlefield defeat.  

 
AFTERMATH 
Ancient battles tended to be quite decisive. At the end of 

the battle, both players should set aside their destroyed 

bases and make a die roll for each individual base. 

Generals who are captured or killed are immediately 

replaced by a general with no traits. 

 

SPOILS OF VICTORY 

The victor of the battle rolls 1d10 per base lost. On a 

result of 1-3 that unit is lost permanently.  

 

STING OF DEFEAT  

The loser of the battle rolls 1d10 per base lost. On a result 

of 1-5 that unit is lost permanently, as his fleeing army 

cannot hold the field to save their wounded. 

 

REMINDER FOR PYRRHUS! 

As already stated on page 22, the Greek player will need 

to make special note of his losses in pike, elephant, and 

heavy cavalry units.  

 
 

 

 

PLAYING PIECES 
 

To play the campaign, players will need at least one copy 

of the map, which is included in this book and can also 

be downloaded as a separate, high resolution file when 

you download this book.  

 

The remainder of the playing pieces can be found here, 

available for color printing.  

 

 

CONTROL MARKERS 

ARMY & MOMENTUM MARKERS 
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